In this work, we study the existence and uniqueness of pseudo almost periodic solutions for some difference equations. Firstly, we investigate the spectrum of the shift operator on the space of pseudo almost periodic sequences to show the main results of this work. For the illustration, some applications are provided for a second order differential equation with piecewise constant arguments.
Introduction
Difference equations have many applications in populations dynamics, they are used to describe the evolution of many phenomena over the course of time. For example, if a certain population has discrete generations, the size of the th generation is a function of the th generation ( 1) n  ( 1) x n  n ( ) x n . This relation expresses itself in the following difference equation
The discrete processes occur in the investigation of many phenomena, mainly in the case of use of computers. One of the most widely adopted definition of a discrete process can be formulated as follows: a discrete process is a map from the additive group of the integers , into a complete metric space usually the subscript " n ", since no confusion can occur (indeed, we are not going to consider in this work discrete processes defined on a group, other than ).
 

Of course, one of the most common sources for the discrete processes is the theory of difference equations, such as 1 = ,
where In practice, we deal with solutions of (2) which are only defined on subsets of , and therefore, they might be regarded as restrictions of a "complete" process to a subset of its domain of definition. Difference equations and discrete dynamic systems represent two sides of the same coin. For instance, when mathematicians talk about difference equations, they usually refer to the analytic theory of the subject, and when they talk about discrete dynamic systems, they generally refer to its geometrical and topological aspects.
More sophisticated equations (or systems) than (2) are those described by the following discrete equation
where (or ) is a given map, in general nonlinear in both arguments.
:
Another example, let y n be the size of a population at time . If n  is the rate of growth of the population from one generation to another, then we may consider a mathematical model in the form
If the initial population is given by   Since our main objective is to provide a criteria to get the existence of a pseudo almost periodic solution for equations of the form (2) or (3), we shall first review the basic properties of pseudo almost periodic discrete processes.
This work is motivated by the results obtained in [1, 2] , and the main results would be some extension for some well-established results in the literature, more details can be found in [3] .
This work is organized as follows. In Section , we consider geometrical properties of the shift operator in general case and, we deal with the properties of shift operator the spaces of almost periodic and on ergodic sequences. In Section 3, we a consider the existence and uniqueness solutions of some difference equations using polynomial functions. In the last section, we deal with the application of the previous results to some second order differential equation with a piecewise constant argument. 
Shift Operator Acting on the Space of Pseudo Almost Periodic Sequences
In this section, we give some properties on pseudo almost periodic sequences that will be used in this work. For more details in this connexion, the reader will see [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . 
For a function we define : 
1)
is a consequence of results taken from [1] . For the proof of 2), by taking the components, real part and imaginary part, we can consider the case where
Two cases to be considered:
The result is a consequence of the fact that x  if and only if 0 ( , )
Definition 2.5:
We define the space of pseudo almost periodic sequences by
Difference calculus is the discrete analogue of the familiar differential and integral calculus. In this section, we introduce some basic properties of two the following operators that are essential in difference equations
x n  and the shift operator
Let I be the identity operator. Then and . The following formula are true
Similarly we have
We should point out here that the operator  is the counterpart of the derivative operator in calculus. Both operators and share one of the helpful features of the derivative operator , namely, the property of linearity. Another interesting difference, parallel to differential calculus, is the discrete analogue of the fundamental theorem of calculus. 
Let us consider the linear map defined by 
F P T ker
The uniqueness problem is equivalent to determine
The following result is well-established. 
Proof. Using the above remark, one can see that the following map  
x y x   y is bilinear and symmetric. On the other hand, one has 
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In the sequel, we denote by
We define the following polynomials where
= . 
Conversely, assume that
One has from lemma (2. 
Existence of Pseudo Almost Periodic Sequences
It is known that if 
to the equation (7), we obtain
ose that Supp 1 2 , , ,
 are known and let us compute 1 :
We conclude that for all the equation 
Then equation
be comes First case:
where ase: 
